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TEACHER GUIDE – Inflating Balloons of Self-Belief 
 

 

Learning Objectives 
 
• For students to hear James Shone’s story and to understand his metaphor of the balloon and how it 

can be used as a tool to maintain self-belief.   
• To understand the key tools to recognising and improving self-belief and resilience. 

 

James Shone and his metaphor of the balloon 

 
Following a 16 year teaching career and 
having been offered a job as Headmaster in 
2012, James was diagnosed with a brain 
tumour which left him with very little sight. 
However, James is a man who embodies a 
positive attitude to life and a determination 
to turn setbacks into springboards. As a 
teacher, this was at the heart of his pastoral 
message and led to the creation of the 
charity "I Can & I Am and a new life as a 
speaker within schools.  At the heart of 
James’s presentation is the idea that we all have a metaphorical ‘balloon’ within us and when this has air in it 
we feel good about ourselves, we are resilient and have self confidence.  Further information about James 
and his story can be found here:  https://icanandiam.com/james-shones-story/ 
 

2 minute animated summary of James’s story and the balloon metaphorAnimation  
 
Watch this 2 minute animation which summarises James’s story and his metaphor of the balloon and how it 
can be used to maintain good self-belief:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MEaRExV0Nco. 
 

Discussion ideas 
 

• Do you recognise when your balloon of self-belief is inflated? 
• How do we feel when our balloon feels deflated? 
• How might James now keep his balloon of self-belief inflated? 
• Why is it important that our self-belief remains good? 

 

Worksheet – the following are included below: 
 

• Worksheet and Plenary Activity. 
• Lists of different skills and different qualities. 
• List of different challenges. 
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PUPIL WORKSHEET   Inflating balloons of self-belief 
 

 
 
1. WATCH:  Watch this short 2 minute animation which tells the story of James Shone, founder of the 

charity I Can & I Am and his ideas of how we keep our self-belief strong: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MEaRExV0Nco. 

 
Now follow the questions below which all focus on different ways that we can keep our balloons inflated. 
 

2. SKILLS: When we do what we are good at and what we enjoy, we top up our balloons of self-belief so that 
we can cope better when we have to do the things we’re not so good at and are less keen on. Look at the 
list of different SKILLS and write down some things that you are good at or that you enjoy:  
 
 

 
 

 
 

3. QUALITIES: When we recognise our QUALITIES, this puts air into our balloons. It’s important to 
understand what our qualities are.  In groups, pairs, or on your own, look at the list of QUALITIES and pick 
some out for other members of your group to write down, or simply write some down for yourself.  

 
 

 

 
 

4. BELONGING:  When we spend time in a place where we feel that we fit in, we feel safe, and we belong, 
we are able to fill up our balloons.  This enables to cope better when we’re somewhere we feel less 
comfortable.  Think about places where you feel that you belong and write them below – these could be 
at home, as part of a club, with friends, in a team, doing a hobby, or enjoying time alone:  
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5. CHALLENGE:  When we challenge ourselves to improve, to get better at something, or to fix 
something about ourselves or our lives, it’s a powerful way of inflating our balloons. By moving 
forward, even if it’s by taking very small steps, we feel better about ourselves.  Have a look at all 
the challenges listed on the ‘Challenge’ sheet and pick one that you feel you’d like to have a go 
at. 
 
My challenge is:  

_______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________ 

The first step towards achieving my challenge is:  

_______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________ 

 
6. GRATITUDE:  Having an attitude of gratitude is a CHOICE.  If we choose to be thankful for what 

we CAN do and for what we DO have, rather than focusing on what we CAN’T do and what we 
DON’T have we live life in a much happier place.  Think of some things, talents, people etc that 
you are grateful for and write them down. 

 
_______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Plenary Activity 

 
“Some people are always grumbling because roses have thorns.  I am thankful that thorns have 
roses”       
Alphonse Karr, French journalist and novelist. 
 

Write down a sentence to explain what you think that this quote means: 
________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________ 
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For question 2:  SKILLS 
Choose some skills that you are good at and write them down against question 2 on the 

worksheet. They don’t have to appear on the list below. 
    

Art	
Playing	an	instrument	
Understanding	people				

Playing	a	sport	
Drama											 	 									Dancing	

Board	games										 	 											Gardening	
Sewing														Reading					 	 						Golf	

Animals	&	pets								 	 		Rugby			 	 						Talking	to	people	
Woodwork														 	 	Tennis							 	 						Mending	things	
Making	Models											 	 	Netball								 	 												Computers	

Maths																				 	 	WriEng	Songs												 					Science	
DebaEng																							 	 Singing					 									Public	speaking	
Photography							 	 								Chess					 	 															Cooking	
Cycling																 	 					MarEal	arts												 						Running	
CraFs																				 		 		Languages							 											History	
Geography																 	 	Jigsaws								 													Archery	
Lego																							 	 KniKng					 																		Skiing	

Swimming																	 	 Yoga								 		 					Rock	climbing	
Socialising													 	 	Football						 											Fishing	
Snooker	/	pool								 	 Poetry							 									Gaming	

Making	videos								 Cricket						 						Hiking	
CreaEve	wriEng											 					Crosswords	

Surfing																 					Travelling	
Astronomy					 								Hockey	

Sailing	
Skateboarding

What are your SKILLS?
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For question 3:  QUALITIES 
Choose some QUALITIES for yourself or others in your group and write them down against 

question 3 on the worksheet.  What are your QUALITIES? 

	 	
Affec&onate	

Ambi&ous							 			Ar&s&c	
Athle&c									Good-Listener	 		Brave	 				
Calm															 Sporty			 	 					Caring	

Cha>y																			 Sociable	 	 									Crea&ve	
Confident												 Organised	 																Curious	
Decisive																Adventurous												Determined	
Well-behaved									RespecDul																Drama&c	
Fair																 	Trustworthy												Team-Player	

Empathe&c									 			Musical														Enthusias&c	
Focused																							Outgoing								 						Forgiving	
Friendly																						Loyal																									Funny	
Generous																			Mature																							Gentle	

Grateful																			Understanding													Hardworking	
Helpful						 	 							Tolerant															Honest	

Humble																		ThoughDul													Imagina&ve	
Independent												Strong																Inspiring	
Joyful																				Punctual																Kind	
	 Leader														Pa&ent											Good	
Logical									 	Polite										Loving											
Open-minded		 	 	 Prac&cal																																			

Persevering								Posi&ve																														
Reliable	

Responsible																	
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For question 5:  CHALLENGE 
Choose one CHALLENGE from the list below that YOU want to do and that you believe you 
CAN achieve.  Think about what your FIRST STEP would be to achieving this challenge and 

write the answers down against Question 5 on your worksheet. 
 

Try	not	to	be	late	

Do	my	homework	on	1me	

Stop	talking	in	lessons	

Ask	for	help	more	

Respect	my	teachers	more	

Work	on	my	focus	in	a	lesson	

Put	my	hand	up	in	class	

Don’t	compare	myself	to	others	

Improve	in	a	subject	

Be	more	social	

Be	more	posi1ve	

Try	not	to	argue	back	

Join	a	club	

What is my Challenge? 
Choose a challenge YOU want to do and that you CAN achieve. 

Think about WHY you want to do this and what your FIRST step will be.  

In School

At Home
Offer	to	help	more	

Try	not	to	argue	back	

Come	out	of	my	room	more	

Tidy	my	room	

Improve	my	rela1onship	with	a	sibling	

Improve	my	rela1onship	with	a	parent	

Take	more	exercise	

Reduce	my	screen	1me	

Take	up	or	improve	in	a	hobby	

Be	more	posi1ve	

Try	to	get	up	on	1me	

Take	more	exercise	

Be	more	organised	

Don’t	compare	myself	to	others	

Think	about	my	social	media	use	

Improve	my	sleep	schedule	

Take	care	of	my	school	uniform	/	clothes	

Try	to	eat	more	healthily	

Don’t	be	afraid	of	failure	

Reduce	my	screen	1me	

Be	kinder	to	myself	

Share	my	worries	more	

Be	more	sociable	

Self Care
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